TextUp
Title Types, Border Eﬀects and usage ideas.
X-Title got new or updated TextUp, TextUp Caption as Motion Titles and Text Box Border, Text Blur Border as Motion Eﬀects some time ago. While it
is mentioned in the notes including a short description not a lot of people seem to be aware of the combined functionality.
Finally these are inspired by Steve Martin. He complaint in his movie about the old XTCC that you can't change the background settings for the
TextUp Caption title for multiple titles at once - like you can do with font settings.
Unfortunately this is not possible at all to do that with any Motion Title (would be nice feature for an upcoming version). So I thought how you could
do and found a workaround: Splitting the background and the text into 2 separate plugins - a title and an eﬀect.
But there is a little trick with it.
BTW the eﬀects can be used with anything which does have an alpha channel.

The new titles reflect some new options which are useful, more handy and less memory
hungry. The new eﬀects are kind of workarounds for FCPX's lack of handling settings
for multiple titles. While font settings more or less can be applied to a bunch of titles
other parameters can't. That where these eﬀects come in.
TextUp and TextUp Caption are exactly the same, but they have diﬀerent default values.

On the right the title seem to have a "Background Opacity" of 0 applied.
But not everything has to be like it seems.
Here the eﬀects will give you some nice options.

And here the trick: Using an opacity of 1 (or slightly above 0) will look like the last one
above, but applying "Text Box Border" will create the title appear like on the right.
This will work since there the eﬀect will fill and border everything behind the alpha
channel which is there, but not really visible.
The default settings of the eﬀect are shown below:

You can play around with those settings.
Modifying color and opacity often helps to integrate things more smoothly.

If you change the Outline Distance to any other value above 0 will create an outline
around this "invisible" alpha channel.
Diﬀerent from any Motion Title which would allow settings for background appearance
this Motion Eﬀect - like any other - can be saved as an Eﬀect Preset.
This way dozens, hundreds and more titles' appearance can be changed with a few
clicks using Copy/Remove/Paste Attributes or the saved Eﬀect Presets.

Using the Text Blur Border eﬀect will behave pretty much the same with the same
TextUp setting.

Changing values do show the diﬀerence.

This still is done with a Background Opacity of 1 in the TextUp title.
Changing that to 0 will allow other options.

